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"Wild, sensual, and animalistic." Flamenco guitars, soaring strings and out-of-this-world soundscapes.

This original soundtrack beautifully integrates Latin, Classical, and Electronic music to portray the wild

and flamboyant Salvador Dali. 17 MP3 Songs LATIN: General, CLASSICAL: Contemporary Details:

Flamenco guitars, soaring strings and out-of-this-world soundscapes. This original soundtrack beautifully

integrates Latin, Classical, and Electronic music to portray the wild and flamboyant Salvador Dali in a

magical meeting with Sigmund Freud. *** Features the single "Gala Whip" - the theme of Dita Von

Teese's character in the film. The CD features all original music tracks, dialog excerpts from the award

winning film, and lots of photos from the movie and the set. When Dali seeks Freud's assistance to inject

madness into his art, tables are turned and student becomes teacher. Madness is the rule when, through

a series of visits by Dali's friends, enemies, and a muse, Freud is unwittingly subjected to chaos,

deception, and guns. "Breezy, gorgeous and absurd. There are romantic motif's with regal melodic

passages rendered by piano, guitar, woodwinds and strings. A highly creative and ultimately beautiful

soundtrack." - Jon Stebbins author The Real Beach Boy "Simply dazzling. Dali is one of the best shorts

I've seen this year . . . or last for that matter." - Cathy Ross SXSW Festival Coordinator Cello - Rebecca

Yeh, Violin - Nicole Garcia, Percussion - John Crespo, Guitar, Piano, Clarinet, Synths - Felix Brenner

Composed and produced by Felix Brenner The film has won awards for Best Actor, Best Screenplay,

Best Female Performance and Best Cinematography. The Dali Film and Soundtrack are also available for

download at iTunes. Just go to iTunes and search for "Death of Dali." dalimovie.com

myspace.com/deathofdali
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